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Cookie Sale Signs- English

Recycled Cookie Sale Signs
Get the word out Girl Scout style, with creativity 
and recycled materials!

Girls learn the importance of marketing their cookie business and then have fun creating signs  
for a variety of places, to advertise their product and attract customers to help them reach their goals. 
Wondering what to do with all those empty cookie cases?   Marketing savvy Girl Scouts will want to 
use them as a business builder.  Grab a roll of colorful duct tape and some markers and we’ll show you 
how to transform your empty cookie cases into an incredibily durable cookie sign.  Display them at 
cookie booths, hang them from your office cubicle or place them in your yard to let the world know 
that IT”S COOKIE TIME!

Supplies:
   �   Colorful duct tape
   �   Poster markers
   �   Empty cookie case - 
          (or other cardboard box) 1 per girl 
   �   Scissors strong enough to cut cardboard 
          (for younger girls, pre-cut the cardboard)
   �   Cookie Clipart (visit www.LittleBrownie.com to explore our library)
   �   Poster embellishments (optional)
   �   Glue to mount clipart and/or embellishments to cardboard. Spray 
           adhesive works well, or use tacky glue (glue sticks may not hold up 
           as well if you plan to place the sign outside)    
   �   Design Planner -  1 per girl (art provided below)
   �   Pens or pencils to fill out Design Planner and pre-sketch sign layout
   �  Clear contact paper (optional) to cover sign if placing it outside
   �   Sign stakes (optional) for displaying in a yard or at a sporting event.
          (available at hardware stores).

Step 1:  Make a Plan
�   Discuss with the girls the importance of marketing.  Advertising your 
product is an important part of marketing.  Signs are a great tool to adver-
tise your business, and tell people about your product and program.  Plus 
signs are versatile and can be placed so many different places.  Invite girls 
to offer suggestions on where signs could be placed.  Answers may 
include: front yard at home, parent’s office cubicle wall, cookie booths, at 
a sports practice/game (near parent’s chairs).
�  Ask girls to share ideas about messages they might want to include on 
their sign.  Answers may include:  
  *  Product name (Girl Scout Cookies)
  *  Price per box 
  * Team Goal (what your team plans to do with their cookie proceeds)
  * Information about the new cookie
  * Pictures of cookies 
   �  Distribute to each girl a Design Planner and a pencil, suggesting that 
           they fill it in using some of the information from your group discus-
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Step 2:  Create It
  �    Provide each girl with an empty cookie case (A) or other 
cardboard box along with heavy duty scissors.
  �    Invite girls to carefully cut box open at seam (B). (For younger 
girls, provide adult assistance, or pre-cut the cardboard).
  �   Turn box inside out, so that the blank side is on the outside (C), 
flattening the box to form the sign (D)
  �   Distribute other supplies to the group.
  �  Invite the girls to use the colorful duct tape to cover all four 
edges of the sign.  (E)
  �  Girls  can now decorate their signs with words and pictures 
using markers, clipart and embellishments.
�  If you are using the sign outside, you may wish to cover the sign 
with clear contact paper.  
 � If you are using the sign in a yard or other grassy area, insert the 
sign stakes (F)
  �   Make lots of signs to display in different places - and get your 
order card and cookie supply ready to accept all those sales!
  

Tip:  Use spray adhesive or spray glue to mount clip art to the sign for a  quick drying, smooth and even, application.
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Recycled Cookie Sale Signs continued
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Cookie Messages for Signs 
Invite girls suggest some  sign messages.  
Here are some ideas to get them started:
* STOP me for Girl Scout Cookies
* It’s Girl Scout Cookie Time!
* Ask me about Girl Scout Cookies!
* Order your Girl Scout Cookies here!

Design Planner
Recycled Cookie Sale Signs

Top Sign
What message do you want to communicate on your sign?
(Remember to determine if the back of the sign will be visible from where you display it.  If it 
is, be sure to decorate both sides)

�  Product name (Girl Scout Cookies)

�  Price per box $________

�  Team goal ____________________________________________________________________ 

�  Cookie clipart and other pictures: _______________________________________________

�  Gift of Caring donation program information _____________________________________

�  Cookie Bundling Information and Prices

�  Team “Take Action” Project_______________

�  Free Recipe information

�  Pictures and info about the new cookie

�  Other info________________________________________

TIP:  
Be sure and check out 
all the great free Cookie 
Clipart at 
www.LittleBrownie.com

X

TIP:
If you need more 
room, sketch your 
design on the back 
side of this page, or on 
a larger piece of paper.


